Targeted Individuals are forced to endure
non-stop unimaginable emotional and
physical trauma that is omnipresent, highly
organized, precisely customized to the
specific victim, extraordinarily intense and
usually involving physical attacks on the
victim’s body and/or mind via classified
military directed energy weapons.
EFFECTS OF DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPON ASSAULT
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The protocols used are highly disruptive
and specifically designed to make even
the most solid citizen look as if they have
become delusional. Up until now, there has
been no recourse, and few are released from
the “program”.
Many targeted individuals are
whistleblowers, but more and more people
are being targeted who have no idea why
they were blacklisted.

Are You Participating With Covert
No-Touch Torture Programs?
Whether you are aware of participating or
not, you can receive a prison sentence of 5
years and potentially more if you engage in
the collaborative stalking and harassment of
a UK citizen.

Bringing Justice to Targeted Individuals
w w w . t a r g e t e d j u s t i c e . c o m

These are heinous Crimes Against
Humanity (defined as ”a systematic attack
against a civilian population”) as well as
War Crimes (as put forth by Article 32 of the
Geneva Convention).

TARGETED INDIVIDUALS ARE INNOCENT

Targeted Justice is collecting evidence of
these crimes from numerous persons, and
will be pursuing justice for all through legal
channels.

LISTS, AND SUBSEQUENTLY SUBJECTED TO

Protect yourself by refusing to
participate in criminal behavior.

U.K. AND GLOBAL CITIZENS WHO HAVE
BEEN UNWITTINGLY PLACED ON WATCH

COVERT LIFE DESTRUCTION PROGRAMS
DESIGNED TO BREAK DOWN AND NEUTRALIZE
THE PERSON. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED
BY SUBJECTING THEM TO NON-STOP,
PERVASIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL,
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS.

Bringing Justice to Targeted Individuals

www.targetedjustice.com

Inform yourself. Share.

Demand Change.

The Weapons

In the News

The following describes the weapons of war
being used on innocent citizens:

Over the years there have been major
media news reports regarding the targeting
and use of electromagnetic weapons on
innocent citizens. The most recent are below:

• H
 igh-powered directed energy beams
called magnetrons installed on cell phone
towers that track Targeted Individuals
24/7 and can target organs at a distance,
causing illness and/or death.
• C
 omputer systems capable of reading a
person’s mind and correlating brain waves
on an electroencephalograph (EEG) with
specific commands.
• T
 echnologies that induce sound into the
brain, monitor and alter brainwaves, alter
behavior, induce images into the brain,
and disrupt the calcium ions binding
on individual cell surfaces —all from a
distance and essentially creating pain and
other effects anywhere in the body.
• H
 igh-powered electromagnetic
generators that interfere with human
brain waves in order to invade the mind
and short circuit its synapses. It may
be used to disorient entire crowds, or
to manipulate individuals into selfdestructive acts.
The patents for all of these weapons can be
viewed at www.targetedjustice.com.

1. From December 2016 to January 2017,
personnel of the U.S. embassy in Cuba
sought medical treatment for various
symptoms, including headaches, ear pain,
dizziness and hearing problems.
These symptoms were associated with the
peculiar onset of unusual sounds or auditory
sensations described as: a high-pitched
beam of sound; an “incapacitating sound;
and just an intense pressure in one ear.
These attacks have been linked to directed
energy weapons using sonar waves that
were either super-loud or inaudible.
2. On May 23, 2018, the U.S. embassy in
China released a health alert, claiming that
a U.S. government employee in China had
reported subtle and vague—but abnormal—
sensations of sound and pressure.
Although the statement clarified that the
United States did not know what caused the
reported symptoms, nor was aware of any
similar situations in China—either inside or
outside of the diplomatic community—the

U.S. government sent a warning message to
all its citizens in China, and instructions on
what to do if symptoms were occuring.
3. A 2017 New York Times story by Ronan
Farrow details methods used by high profile
Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein
in order to silence actresses who he had
sexually harassed.
The article pointed to two private security
contracting agencies that Weinstein hired
to intimidate and threaten the women—
Kroll and Black Cube.
These contracting agencies and others
like them perform a roster of intimidation
tactics designed to completely debilitate
the victim: Pervasive, 24/7/365 surveillance
in and out of the home; slander/character
assassination campaigns designed to
destroy interpersonal relationships; stalking
and harassment by many agents; vandalism
of the home and car; hacking of elecronic
devices, mail manipulation and much more.
Please visit our website to educate yourself
about these crimes that threaten our global
population.and to find out how you can
help stop them.

www.targetedjustice.com

